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Overview
This is a highly participatory workshop designed for a diverse set of participants to explore our relationship to water as well as the causes and consequences of the current water crisis, and to collectively
generate a comprehensive action plan to ensure fresh water is available for generations to come. Topics include: Climate Change and Water Scarcity; Water: The Molecule of Life; Water Waste; The Water
Cycle; Urbanization and Concrete; Water Pollution; Natural Solutions; and Green Cities.

Target Audience
This workshop can be used in the classroom (high school through college) and/or among community
members. Ideal group size 16-32

Logistical requirements
!"

2 hours

!"

Chart paper

!"

Markers

!"

Participatory Presentation handouts (text and images)

!"

A meeting space with the ability to move chairs and have open space

Goals
!"

Increase general knowledge of the relationship between Climate Change and Water Scarcity

!"

Inspire a shift toward sustainable water infrastructure at the local level

!"

Tap into collective power to generate action plans for addressing water scarcity at three
levels: 1) Personal/Household, 2) Campus/Workplace, 3) Systems/City or State
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Agenda
1.

Introductions – Why water? (10 min)

2.

Image Theater – Snapshots of our relationship to water (10 min)

3.

Participatory presentation to understand the current water crisis and what we can do
about it (55 min)

4.

Break-out to generate action steps (20 min)

5.

Share-out for comprehensive action plan (15 min)

6.

Closing (5 min)

Preparation
!"

Print Participatory Presentation Handouts (text slides in black and white; image slides in
color).

!"

Depending on the group size and preference, arrange chairs in a large circle with space in
the middle for movement or in rows facing an open space for movement.

!"

Set aside three sheets of butcher paper and markers

!"#$%$&"&'()*+,-./0"
Please note that designated times are simply suggestions. Adjust as needed. Text in italics indicates
what a facilitator might actually say.

Introduction

10 min

Welcome participants, share the topic of the workshop, and pose the question, “Why water?” Choice:
1) Invite participants to each introduce themselves and answer the question; or 2) Invite participants
to volunteer answers to the question. Honor participants’ responses and build upon them to share
the goals of the session (stated above).
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Snapshot of our Relationship to Water

10 min

As we begin to work together to address the water crisis we face, it is important that we begin to re#$%&"'()$"*$$+,-"(."(/)")$,0&1(.231+"&("40&$)5"""62$"&312"1.&$)0%&17$"'(7$'$.&8902$*"0%&171&-"&("2+0):"
&312")$#$%&1(.5
!"#$%"&'"&()*"&)+,$&-$."&$#&,/"&$,/"%&0$+,"+,&)+&,/"&'$%1-/$23&4",5-&,61"&6&.$."+,&,$&%"7"0,&$+&$8%&%"46,)$+-/)2&
,$&'6,"%9&&:",5-&60,8644;&0%"6,"&6&-+62-/$,&,/6,&)448-,%6,"-&$8%&%"46,)$+-/)2&,$&'6,"%9&&
Designate a certain area as the stage.
<+"&2"%-$+&')44&-,6%,&8-&$##&=;&0$.)+>&82&,$&,/"&-,6>"&6+(&-,%)1)+>&6&#%$?"+&).6>"&$%&2$-"&,/6,&-/$'-&$+"&6-2"0,&
$#&$8%&%"46,)$+-/)2&,$&'6,"%9&&
Model an example of a frozen image/pose with your own body in the area designated s the stage.
@/"+3&$+"&6,&,)."3&.$%"&2"$24"&')44&6((&,/".-"4*"-&)+,$&,/"&).6>"&8+,)4&'"&/6*"&6=$8,&AB&2"$24"&)+&#%$?"+&2$-"-&
/"%"&$+&-,6>"&0%"6,)+>&6&#6)%4;&0$.24","&-+62-/$,&$#&$8%&0$44"0,)*"&%"46,)$+-/)2&,$&'6,"%9&&C+;&D8"-,)$+-E&&C44&
%)>/,3&4",5-&=">)+9&&F/$&"*"%&)-&%"6(;&G%-,&')44&-,6%,&8-&$##9&&
Give positive feedback as people add themselves into the image. If people get stuck, ask them, “Is this
6&0$.24","&-+62-/$,&$#&$8%&%"46,)$+-/)2&,$&'6,"%E&&F/6,&)-&.)--)+>EH
Once about 10 people are in the image and in seems fairly complete, ask them to hold the image for a
'1./&$"431,$"&3$")$2&"(;"&3$"<)(/+2")$#$%&2"(."430&"&3$-"2$$=
F/6,&($&;$8&-""&)+&,/)-&-+62-/$,E&&F/6,&)-&,/)-&>%$82&,"44)+>&8-&6=$8,&$8%&%"46,)$+-/)2&,$&'6,"%E
Allow participants to un-freeze or drop the image and shake it out. Give them a round of applause.
Ask the people who were in the image if they want to add anything to the insights people are sharing
about our relationship water. Important points to capture:
!"

We need water to live

!"

Water plays a role in more activities in our lives than we probably realize

!"

We take water for granted

!"

Our access to fresh water is now threatened
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Participatory Presentation

55 min

The purpose of this exercise if for participants to understand the water crisis, it’s relationship to climate change and urbanization, and what we can do about it. Here are the basic steps of this participatory presentation:
1.

Pass out the image and text handouts so that everyone has either an image or a piece of
text. If there are more than 16 participants, ask people to partner up so that groups of two
have one image (or one piece of text).

2.

>2:"+$(+,$"&("'1.<,$?"230)1.<"&3$1)"1'0<$2"0.*"+1$%$2"(;"&$@&"/.&1,"&3$-"A.*"&3$"&$@&"0.*"
image that match.

3.

Once everyone has found their partner, ask them to read the text carefully, connecting it to
the picture and preparing what they will present as an answer to the question at the bottom of the text.

4.

Invite groups to present in the following order:
!"

Climate Change and Water Scarcity

!"

Water: The Molecule of Life

!"

Water Waste!

!"

The Water Cycle

!"

Urbanization = Concrete

!"

Pollution

!"

Natural Solutions

!"

Green Cities

5.

Give applause after each presentation

6.

B.%$"0,,"+)$2$.&0&1(.2"0)$"%('+,$&$?"02:"2('$")$#$%&1(."C/$2&1(.2D
!"

What information stood out to you as new or interesting?

!"

How would you summarize the main message of this collective presentation in two
sentences or less?

!"

What is the connection between sustainable water infrastructure and green jobs?
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Break-out to Generate Action Steps

20 min

The knowledge gained during the participatory presentation should help participants think of concrete action steps to address the water crisis that are grounded in a vision for an equitable green
economy. Here are the basic steps:
1.

2.

Divide participants into three groups:
!"

Personal/Household

!"

Campus/Workplace

!"

Systems/City or State

Give each group a butcher paper, markers and the following prompt: Based on the informa,)$+&>6)+"(&)+&,/"&26%,)0)26,$%;&2%"-"+,6,)$+&6+(&;$8%&$'+&0$44"0,)*"&1+$'4"(>"3&0$."&82&'),/&IJAB&
60,)$+&-,"2-&,/6,&06+&="&,61"+&6,&"),/"%&,/"&2"%-$+64K/$8-"/$4(&4"*"43&,/"&06.28-K'$%12460"&4"*"4&
$%&6,&,/"&-;-,".-&$%&0),;&6+(&-,6,"&4"*"4&L("2"+()+>&$+&'/6,&>%$82&;$8&6%"&)+M&,$&/"42&"+-8%"&#%"-/&
'6,"%&#$%&>"+"%6,)$+-&,$&0$."9

3.

Allow 15-20 minutes

Share-out for Comprehensive Action Plan

15 min

Based on the scope of the workshop and the group you are working with, choose one of the following
outcomes: 1) Each participant has a personal action plan; 2) The group has a collective action plan.
1.

Communicate the desired outcome to the group so they know what they are working
towards. Instruct participants to take note of stand-out action steps as they are listening to
each group present.

2.

Give each group 5 minutes to present of their top action steps.

3.

>;&$)"0,,"&3)$$"<)(/+2"307$"+)$2$.&$*?"02:"+$(+,$"&(")$#$%&"(."&3$"2&0.*8(/&"0%&1(."2&$+2"
they wrote down. If you are creating a collective action plan, facilitate a discussion to
identify the top three action steps for each level of engagement (Personal/Household Campus/Workplace - Systems/City or State) that all group members can agree on. Take
suggestions for next steps and how to hold the group accountable for following through
on these exciting action steps. If you are creating personal action plans, have people craft
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their personal action plans and then share with a partner

Closing

5 min

There are many ways to close out this workshop. Here are some suggestions:
!"

Invite participants to stand in a circle and each share one word or phrase to describe what
it means to be a water warrior in action.

!"

Ask participants to share their top line on what they will take away from this workshop.

!"

Have each participant share one ‘action step’ they are most excited about implementing.

E()"9$2&"+)0%&1%$"0.*"1;"&1'$"+$)'1&2?"-(/"'0-"0,2("40.&"&("02:"+0)&1%1+0.&2"&(")$#$%&"(."&3$"4():shop, offering insights about what worked and what could have been improved.

======================================5

Participatory Presentation Handouts
B.$"&3$";(,,(41.<"+0<$2?"-(/"41,,"A.*"9(&3"&3$"&$@&"0.*"1'0<$"30.*(/&2";()"&3$"+0)&1%1+0&()-"+)$2$.tation. Print the images in color and the text in black and white.
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Climate Change and Water Scarcity
Some people say we should stop using the term ‘Climate Change’ and instead call it the ‘Water Crisis.’ If you think about it, the majority of the crises associated with climate change have to do with
40&$)D"#((*2?"*)(/<3&2?"'$,&1.<"1%$"%0+2?")121.<"2$0",$7$,2?"3/))1%0.$2?"F2/.0'12="0,,"(;"&3$2$"0)$"
signs that we are living out of balance with nature. And what’s at the heart of nature? Water—our
most precious element.
Our fresh water sources are already threatened by pollution and mismanagement of water systems,
and now with climate change, the threat to our fresh water sources is becoming extreme.
Many urban centers in the US rely on the snowpack from nearby mountain ranges to provide our
water. With the rise in temperatures resulting from climate change, we are getting less snowfall and
snowpacks are melting at a faster rate, draining right into the ocean since we don’t have the infrastructure to deal with this new reality. The US is already facing a severe water crisis that will only get
worse unless we make major changes starting today.
Meanwhile Third World countries are dealing with climate change-related water crises on a regular
basis from !""#$ caused by deforestation to #%"&'()$ caused by %*$*+',)-./-%0)&%-$.
Water not only sustains life, but it also shows us how life on earth is deeply interconnected.
What is the connection between climate change and water scarcity?
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Water: The Molecule of Life
When NASA goes out searching for life in the universe, they look for water because water is essential to life.
There is a lot of frozen water in the universe, but is more rare is liquid water, which is essential as a lubricant
for the molecular processes of life.
Planet Earth is able to support so much life because of the abundance of liquid water. Water is often known
as the universal solvent, which means that many substances dissolve in it. This is one of the reasons we use
water in everything we do, from cooking and cleaning to farming and manufacturing. This is also why every
living being on earth, from the largest mammal to the smallest bacteria, can’t live without water. It has a very
unique molecular make-up that makes it a great solvent necessary for things like breaking down the nutrients
in food and transporting important chemicals through the body.
Water is also the only natural substance that 10+,-2*$),*+,033,)(%--,$)0)-$,"4,.0))-% - solid, liquid, and gas - at
the temperatures normally found on Earth. And unlike all other elements, when water freezes, it expands: the
molecules line up to form a very “open” crystalline structure that is less dense than liquid water. This is why
1%$"#(0&25">.*"1&G2"0"<((*"&31.<"1&"*($2H"I;"40&$)"0%&$*",1:$"'(2&"(&3$)",1C/1*2?",0:$2"0.*")17$)2"4(/,*";)$$J$"
solid and all life in them would die.
And just think—human beings are 78% water!

What makes water such an important element?
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Water Waste!
K(2&"+$(+,$"0)$"23(%:$*"43$."&3$-"A.*"(/&"3(4"'/%3"40&$)"4$"/2$"1."&312"%(/.&)-5""L30&G2"%30,,$.<1.<"
about understanding water waste is that the majority of water waste happens behind the scenes so we aren’t
even aware of it. Most people think of things like taking 3"+',$("5-%$ and !&$(*+',)(-,)"*3-) less as ways to
avoid water waste—which is great because, just by showering a few minutes less we can save 150 gallons per
'(.&35""F3$"07$)0<$"&(1,$&"/2$2"09(/&"M"<0,,(.2"+$)"#/23?"2("&31.:"&41%$"9$;()$"-(/"/2$"&3$"&(1,$&"02"0"&)023"%0.5""
For example, did you know it takes 1500 gallons of water to produce your average fast food meal (hamburger,
fries, and drink)? The average American lifestyle demands 1,800 gallons of water to support and 70% of that
comes from "&%,#*-)$-- we can saves thousands of gallons just by eating less meat!
And then there is all the water that goes into .0+&401)&%*+' the products we use (some of which aren’t very
useful!) For example, it takes 1.85 gallons of water to produce a plastic water bottle, so by drinking water in
plastic bottles we are wasting 8 times more water than we are actually drinking! Now multiply that by the
250 million plastic water bottles that are thrown away by North Americans every hour, and we are wasting
462,500,000 gallons of water every hour just to enjoy the convenience of bottled water! Something is wrong
with this picture!
>.*"A.0,,-?",$&G2",((:"0&"&3$"40&$)"1.;)02&)/%&/)$"/2$*"9-"&3$"'0N()1&-"(;">'$)1%0."%1&1$2O4$G)$"&0,:1.<"09(/&"
the pipes and sewer systems and water treatment plants. Most of these water systems are old and decaying,
which translates into about 250,000 water mains breaking each year, resulting in 1.7 trillion gallons of wasted
water per year!

What are the major ways in which water is wasted in the US?
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The Water Cycle
Did you know that we drink the same water the dinosaurs drank? Actually since before dinosaur
times-- no new water molecules have ever been created on earth! So if there is never any new water,
how do we have fresh water drink? We can thank )(- water cycle for recycling used water into the
fresh water we need to live.
The water cycle is the continuous movement of water in and around the Earth. Water never really
goes away -- it just changes form. The sun drives the entire water cycle and is responsible for its two
major components: condensation and evaporation. When the sun heats the surface of water, it
evaporates and ends up in the atmosphere as water vapor. It cools and rises, becoming clouds, which
eventually condense into water droplets. Depending on the temperature of the atmosphere and other
conditions, the water precipitates as rain, sleet, hail or snow.
Water that falls to the ground and stays in the soil ends up evaporating and retiring to the atmosphere. But
groundwater, which is the major source of our drinking water, can accumulate in aquifers over thousands of
years.

How is fresh water recycled?
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Urbanization = Concrete
When there is no concrete, some of the rainwater soaks into the ground and is stored there. That way our
%)$$:2"0.*")17$)2"*(.G&"#((*"0.*"&3$)$"12"40&$)"0701,09,$"9$.$0&3"&3$"<)(/.*5""P(4$7$)?"43$."0)$02"0)$"/)banized and covered with concrete, rainfall can longer soak into the ground and instead is collected by storm
sewers that send the water %&+"44,*+)",3"103,$)%-0.$. These streams were not “designed by nature” to handle
,0)<$"0'(/.&2"(;")/.(;;?"0.*?"&3/2?"&3$-"%0."#((*5""

Water running off roads and parking lots, can contain a lot of contaminants, such as detergents, oil from cars
and garbage. This runoff often goes directly into streams. Not only that, but the !""#*+' of conventional
/)90."40&$)"2-2&$'2"'$0.2"&30&"2$4$)"40&$)"$.*2"/+"1."(/)";)$23"40&$)"2(/)%$25"">.*"A.0,,-?"1;"40&$)"12.G&"
allowed to soak back into the earth, we lose out on huge amounts of fresh water that should be stored underground in aquifers that humans and plants can draw from.

What’s the problem with concrete?
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Pollution
Planet earth is covered mostly in water, but only 1% of that water is fresh water available for human consumption. And the bad news is that we have already polluted half of that 1%. So how does fresh water get polluted?
Water pollution is caused in part by big corporations, who manufacture their products in unsustainable ways,
allowing toxic waste to ooze into rivers and oceans. And then there are oil spills caused by oil drilling. In ad*1&1(.?"%()+()0&1(.2"+)(*/%$"&(.2"(;"&(@1%"+)(*/%&2"&30&"4$"/2$"&("%,$0."(/)"3(/2$2"0.*"(;A%$"9/1,*1.<25"">.*"
there’s the fact that we defecate into our water, polluting with our own excrement (and then the chemicals
used to kills the germs) every time we use a toilet!
Finally, all the concrete in cities directs rainwater into our sewage systems?"431%3"(7$)#(42"1.&("(/)";)$23"40&$)"2(/)%$2",1:$")17$)2"0.*"%)$$:25""F3$")01.40&$)"#(41.<"*(4."&3$"2&)$$&"+1%:2"/+"+(,,/&1(.";)('"%0)2?"&)/%:2"
and toxic waste that it carries into fresh water sources. 70% of water pollution is carried into rivers and creeks
by storm water because of the concrete system we have created.

How have we polluted 50% of our fresh water?
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Natural Solutions
The good news is: the earth has all kinds of built in strategies for cleaning up pollution. Some of the best cleaners of water pollution are natural marshlands! The plants in .0%$(30+#$ are designed to clean the toxins out
of water. And there are many other bacteria, 03'0-,0+#,.*1%"6-$ that can be used to clean water. Our job is to
help restore our natural water systems like marshlands and watersheds so they can do their job.
And we can limit pollution by designing our cities to work with the natural water system, so that sewage
*($2.G&"(7$)#(4"1.&("(/)")17$)2"0.*"%)$$:25""L$"%0."'0:$"2/)$"(/)"%1&1$2"307$"%0*+,'0%#-+$ all over the place
&("0,,(4"&3$"40&$)"&("2(0:"90%:"1.&("&3$"<)(/.*40&$)?"1.2&$0*"(;"#(41.<"*(4."(/)"2&)$$&2"%0))-1.<"+(,,/&1(."&("
our fresh water sources.
Finally, we can install %0*+50)-%,10)1(.-+),$7$)-.$"0&"(/)"3('$2?"2%3((,2"0.*"(;A%$"9/1,*1.<25""Q-"%0&%31.<"
the rain that falls on our buildings and storing it in barrels to use for watering our gardens and other things,
4$"0)$"2071.<",(&2"(;"40&$)"0.*":$$+1.<"1&";)('"#(41.<"1.&("&3$"2$40<$"2-2&$'5

What are some natural ways we can clean up the pollution in our water?
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Green Cities!
The wave of the future is green cities. We can design our cities so that they work with nature instead of against
it. In a green city, each neighborhood has what it needs within 5038*+',#*$)0+1-, like schools, community
banks, parks, stores, jobs, etc., so people don’t need to drive so much. There is good clean /&63*1,)%0+$/"%)0tion that actually works. Buildings and houses are designed to work with nature too, so they need very little
energy and get what energy they do need from the $&+ and from 5*+#. The water these buildings use comes
from %0*+50)-%,10)1(.-+),$7$)-.$. Every neighborhood has vegetable '0%#-+$ and fruit trees to feed the
people. There are native trees and plants everywhere and as little concrete as possible so that we can live in
6030+1-,5*)(,)(-,50)-%,1713-. If we don’t start greening our cities now, our kids and grandkids won’t have
the fresh water they need to survive.
Not only that, but greening our cities drastically improves our quality of life! Building sustainable water infrastructure can revitalize neighborhoods and create jobs, provide recreational spaces to communities, improve
air quality and energy savings by reducing the urban heat island effect, shade buildings and block wind.

Just by covering 1 percent of US green-roof ready building areas, it would create over 190,000 jobs and provide
billions in revenue for green-roof related suppliers and manufacturers. Just think of the possibilities!

Why are green cities the wave of the future?
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